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1 Introduction

In associative memory, recall is based on similarity to a cue. With its inherent data parallelism, associa-
tive memory naturally lends itself to implementation on massively parallel hardware; it is our thesis that
associative processing can serve as the basis of AI systems. We believe that the associative paradigm can
encompass both neural network and symbolic applications. Current research indicates that architectural in-
novations will permit massively parallel processing beyond brute force search and parallelizing vector-matrix
multiplication neural network models.

We are developing a hardware architecture, the MISC Machine (Misc Is Symbolic Computing), to support
associative processing for AI applications. It is a massively parallel hierarchical system combining multiple
SIMD (Single Instruction stream, Multiple Data streams) arrays with a MIMD (Multiple Instruction streams,
Multiple Data streams) processor network. In contrast to PlZOLOG and LISP engines, MISC is based
on application rather than programming language requirements, and emphasizes association as the basis
for intelligent systems. Our three target application areas are neural networks, marker-passing semantic
networks, and conceptual graphs. Our approach analyses these applications for fundamental high-level
associative operations. These high-level operations are then translated into machine primitives, emphasizing
memory content-addressing via the SIMD arrays. Software development will be based on object and collection
oriented languages such as SETL [Sch92, SDDS86]. By working directly from AI application requirements,
the system will be tailored to symbolic codes, with simplified programming and a significant execution time
speedup.

2 Associative Processing

Associative memory encompasses a wide variety of phenomena related to human memory performance [HA86,
HMR86]. Kohonen suggests that it is closely related to the semantic representation of knowledge in relational
structures [KohS0]. He describes two types of associative memory. First, direct association, the most common
usage of the term, refers to the recall of one pattern by the input of a cue pattern. Direct association provides
a single input-to-output mapping based on similarity of content, physical, temporal, or logical relations, and
typically deals with ordered sets of attributes. Second, indirect association involves inference via multiple
intermediate associative mappings. In indirect association, structural relationships are an important part of
the patterns [KohS0]. In addition tomappings and inference, pattern completion from a partial or erroneous
input is an important feature of associative memory. More importantly, most associative memory models
include learning the cue-to-recall mappings.

Content-addressable memory (CAM) is a physical embodiment of basic associative memory in which
data is accessed by its content rather than by an address as in conventional computer memory. Associalive
processing is an extension of CAM, permitting more sophisticated access as well as manipulation of the se-
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lected data, providing the operations necessary to implement associative memory. Our associative processing
model groups these lower-level operations into four categories:

¯ Matching operations include equivalence and magnitude comparisons of data primitives such as
Boolean attribute sets, integer, and character strings, and are the basic operation of searching.

Distance metric calculations support generalization and noise removal characteristic of associative
memory. With continuity as the inductive bias, an associative memory can be implemented by searching
for all storage elements within some distance of the cue in the parameter space and then processing
the values found.

Partitioning operations divide memory into equivalence classes based on prior matching and distances.
In addition to selecting active data elements for prior processing, partitioning can be used to extend
the basic match operations into a variety of more sophisticated searches such as k-nearest neighbor.

¯ General operations can then be applied to one or more partitions of the data set. These can include
readout of search responses, summation and thresholding, and set operations.

All such operations can be executed on all or selected data structures simultaneously, permitting massive
parallelism.

Associative processing can also support recognition, classification, clustering, and dimension reduction.
These functions can in turn serve as high-level operations in knowledge processing. The versatile retrieval
offered by associative processing can support experience- (case-) based reasoning, heuristic search, and other
knowledge retrieval. Covering connectionist and symbolic processing, it is intended that our target paradigms
of neural networks, semantic networks, and conceptual graphs will support the development of applications
in diverse areas including natural language recognition and translation, machine vision, robotics and control
systems, production systems, and information systems engineering as well as the wide variety of neural
network applications [PF89, Jae89, EL92, M+92].

3 Related Work

The general literature shows that systems with CAM as an architectural element can offer significant speed
and coding benefits for AI programs. Operations which can particularly benefit include: backtracking, clause
filtering, conflict resolution, demand driven reduction, garbage collection, indirection, inference, matching,
the RETE algorithm, search (A*), unification, and variable binding [Kog91, K+89, 0+89, M+90, RG91,
NGC89]. Applications which especially benefit from CAM include natural language, neural networks, pattern
and symbol recognition, and semantic nets [M+90, WLL90, Kog91].

Several associative processors have already been developed by others, such as LUCAS and AAP2 [FKS85,
K+86]. These, however, provide only basic content-addressing functions typical of database machines. Par-
allel processors incorporating CAM include SNAP and IMX2, but these are restricted to semantic network
processing [M+92, H+91]. Our research is developing a general purpose parallel processor for AI, fully
supporting associative processing on complex data objects.

4 Application Areas

One neural network model, Kanerva’s Sparse Distributed Memory (SDM) [Kan88], is particularly illustrative
of the associative processing operations. In the basic model, SDM is a three-layer associative memory in
which the weights between the input and hidden layer are fixed, random and uniformly distributed. Hebbian
learning is applied between the hidden and output layers. Input and output vectors are Boolean, and weights
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are integers. 1 Kanerva has shown that for long input vectors, the properties of a sparsely populated high-
dimensional Boolean space give rise to generalization and other associative memory properties [Kan88]. An
m-bit input vector induces a 2m-dimensional parameter space. With an input vector hundreds or thousands
of bits long, the parameter space can be only sparsely populated by storage locations. For access, a matching
operation is performed and Hamming distance calculated between the input vector and all the populated
storage locations. All locations within a given distance of the input vector are then made part of an activation
set. For writing (learning), storage of the desired output is distributed among the members of the activation
set, each member incrementing and decrementing counters in accordance with the desired output vector.
On recall, the counters of the active set are summed for each bit position and the result thresholded to
produce the output. SDM thereby functions as a memory that can learn associative mappings, generalize
and interpolate, remove noise, and both generate and recognize sequences [Kan88].

For semantic networks, nodes are activated by content addressing, performing matching fully in parallel,
followed by marker passing and other operations [Fah79, M+92]. We are also investigating massively par-
allel associative implementation of conceptual graph knowledge processing [Sow91]. This research includes
coordination with the PEIRCE international collaboration which is developing a conceptual graphs software
workbench [EL92]. This knowledge representation is particularly demanding in its need for match and search
involving structured (relational), often recursively defined patterns. Key operations include graph isomor-
phism and subsumption testing and partial order maintenance. Rapid retrieval of relations between entities
is particularly important for analogical problem solving [CG92]. Associative processing can be especially
important for large knowledge bases such as those derived from problem-solving experience.

5 The MISC Machine

The associative processing operations required by the target applications form the basis of the MISC Machine
design. Massive parallelism is necessary for the extreme speedups required to scale these models into large
applications, particularly those involving multiple "mind agents" as proposed by Minsky [Min86]. The
associative operations and unique characteristics of AI data structures and codes contributed to the overall
MISC Machine architecture being a hierarchical system composed of multiple SIMD arrays, each supervised
by a microprocessor forming part of a MIMD network. Each SIMD array serves as a separate associative
processor, operating either independently or in combination with other arrays. Each supervisor controls its
associative array, executes scalar operations and control structures too complex for the SIMD array, and
mediates communications. A full-scale MISC Machine might include millions of SIMD processing elements
and thousands of supervisor processors, requiring a highly scalable communications network.

We are now refining this global architecture based on details of the target "applications." As suggested
by the prior discussion of SDM, we are investigating associative memory and neural network models at a
higher level of abstraction than vector-matrix multiplication connectionist models. Similarly, MISC will
support symbolic approaches with more than brute force search, the MIMD-SIMD combination permitting
sophisticated parallel algorithms and heuristics. In this way, an entire application, rather than just certain
operations, will achieve significant speedup.

Significant extension of the SIMD architecture will be necessary to deal with the dynamic, variable length,
and linked data structures typical of AI codes. This is particularly important in extending CAM matching
from ordered lists of attributes to structured relations and other complex pattern matching operations.
Enhancements include:

¯ Local addressing to permit greater flexibility in data structure access.

¯ Alternative instruction streams to improve processor utilization over simply masking out different
groups of processors for conditional operations based on local data.

1 In recent variations, integer inputs are accommodated.
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¯ Combination of bit-serial and byte- or word-wide operations, significantly accelerating operations such
as distance calculation.

These features are part of recent trends in SIMD architecture research, and have been included to some
degree in processors such as Blitzen, Non-Von, and MasPar [B+90, Sha88, Nic90]. In addition to taking
such evolution further, the MISC Machine will optimize features based on the unique high-level associative
operations beneficial to AI codes in the target areas.

Although the proposed SIMD array architectural enhancements are intended to mitigate the limitations
of SIMD, hybridization with MIMD processing will still be necessary to cope with the complex, data driven
control structures of AI and permit the MISC Machine to be a full system rather than merely a knowledge
base back-end. Considering the recursion and subroutine intensive nature of AI codes, as well as models
such as the Warren Abstract Machine, a stack oriented processor architecture may be desirable.

With the goal of a thousand or more supervisors, it will be crucial to avoid bottlenecks in the global
communication network. The complex, data-dependent communication patterns of AI applications will make
this more difficult than for scientific computation. One beneficial aspect of large-scale AI processing is that
of progressive abstraction. For example, in advanced vision systems massive input is progressively reduced
to a more compact and abstract representation. In such cases, the initial low-level communication is high
bandwidth, but in highly regular patterns. Upper levels exhibit complex nondeterministic patterns, but
data rates are much lower. This global view of communication also contributed to the overall architecture
combining massively parallel SIMD at the lowest levels and MIMD for the upper levels. Taking advantage of
low-level regularity, communication locality, and data abstraction effects with hierarchical network topologies
will minimize communication bottlenecks and make the MISC Machine highly scalable.

6 Conclusion

The MISC Machine combines SIMD and MIMD processing in an architecture designed to scale to millions
of associative processing elements and thousands of supervisor processors. Its development is based on the
requirements of applications rather than programming languages. To date we have completed a block-level
overall design and a more detailed design of the SIMD processing elements, and are currently performing
simulations to improve the design in preparation for a system prototype. We have also developed an associa-
tive programming model and have shown that the target applications can be readily expressed in the model
and efficiently executed on the MISC architecture.

We hypothesize that the associative processing paradigm, with data accessed and manipulated uniformly
by content and equivalence class, will enable massively parallel execution and simplify programming for a
broad range of AI research and applications. Both connectionist and symbolic paradigms can be supported,
and architectural advancements are intended to remove the restriction of massively parallel AI operations
to numerical connectionist models and brute-force knowledge bases. The MISC Machine should be espe-
cially good for applications using neural network, semantic network, conceptual graph, and expert system
paradigms, particularly those requiring large knowledge bases of complex objects. The power of a full associa-
tive processing system may greatly extend research capabilities and the tractable problem size of applications.
We hope that in the broadest sense this will enable previously impossible exploration of large-scale intelligent
systems.
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